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DISCOVERY PROGRAMME SALES

Discovery Programme Sales represents the television broadcasting rights for Discovery Communications’ portfolio of networks in the global marketplace. With access to original content produced for Discovery Channel, Animal Planet, TLC, Science, Investigation Discovery and more, our catalogue of nearly 18,000 hours offers a variety of genres within the factual entertainment and lifestyle space. Discovery Programme Sales is also the distributor for several independent producers.
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TLC is one of the 15 most widely distributed cable networks within the U.S. because of successful formats that include single dads hunting for love, wedding planners competing to design dream weddings, and women searching endlessly for that perfect dress.

**SAY YES TO THE DRESS**
PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.

Part fashion show, part bridal story, part family therapy, Say Yes to the Dress uncovers the hurdles every staff member faces to make each bride completely satisfied. Between budget and bling, taffeta and tantrums, brides share their love stories as a team of specialists guide them through the process of selecting, fitting, altering and delivering each flawless dress in time for their big day.

**BATTLE OF THE WEDDING PLANNERS**
PRODUCED BY TARGET ENTERTAINMENT

Three top-tier wedding planners compete to win the right to give one lucky couple the wedding of their dreams. In each episode, one couple shares how they envision their perfect wedding, and limited by the couple’s budget, the designers leaving no detail unattended present what they consider to be the couple’s dream wedding.

**MARRIED BY MOM & DAD**
PRODUCED BY THINKFACTORY MEDIA, LLC.

Four singles unable to find love have put their future in the hands of their parents. Through a process of meeting and vetting potential spouses, the parents select their child’s perfect match. But the real work begins as the couples get to know what they like, dislike and everything in between.

**90 DAY FIANCÉ**
SHARP ENTERTAINMENT

Using a unique 90-day fiancé visa, four individuals travel to the U.S. to live with their overseas fiancés for the first time. The couples must marry before their visas expire in 90 days, or the visiting fiancées have to immediately return home.

**SINGLE DAD SEEKING...**
PRODUCED BY BRAY ENTERTAINMENT

Single fathers not only searching for a life-long companion but also a mother to their children, meet single women online and then choose one woman to come live with them for a month.
NAKED AND AFRAID
PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

60 Min

A pair of complete and total strangers – one man and one woman – find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. With no food, no water and no clothes, they must survive for 21 days with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment.

MEN, WOMEN, WILD
PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

60 Min

In Men, Women, Wild, three survivalist couples endure the ultimate test of their skills and relationships. The couples are dropped off in three of the harshest environments in the world, and for three weeks live off the land, navigate the vast, unknown terrain and find their way back to civilization.

TETHERED
PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT, LLC.

60 Min

Two strangers from contrasting backgrounds and philosophies embark on a journey through an extreme environment while on a mission to find rescue and freedom. Dropped at a secluded meeting point with a six-foot cable tether binding them together, a basic map and a limited survival kit, the polar-opposite pair has 10 to 12 days to overcome their differences and collaborate in order to successfully escape the wild.

THE WHEEL
PRODUCED BY PILGRIM FILMS & TELEVISION

60 Min

Deep in the heart of South America, on a 2,000-mile stretch of land between Chile and Argentina lies the survivalist’s greatest challenge: the Wheel of Death. Made up of eight unique climates including frozen Arctic, boiling desert, humid jungle and arid mountains, each of The Wheel’s brutal terrains requires a completely different set of skills to survive. Equipped only with light survival packs and SOS devices, the survivalists have no idea where they are or how long they are there. Only the audience knows that The Wheel drops participants in a new location based off the moon calendar.
As America’s #1 network for automotive fans, car lovers are never disappointed as they watch these formats where classic cars return to their former glory and scraps turn into incredible one-of-a-kind custom cars.

**WHEELER DEALERS**
PRODUCED BY ATTABOY TV
30 Min
With a budget of $1,300 and one week to complete each car, host and auto veteran Mike Brewer and mechanic Edd China use their expertise to buy a classic car and restore it back to its former glory, hoping its sale results in a tidy profit.

**OVERHAULIN’**
PRODUCED BY BRENTWOOD COMMUNICATIONS
60 Min
With the help of an accomplice, the Overhaulin’ team creatively separates a car from its owner and works at lightning speed for one week to give the owner the surprise of his life as they turn his clunker into a unique custom car.

**BITCHIN’ RIDES**
PRODUCED BY FISCHER PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
60 Min
An owner and operator of a custom design car business works alongside a top-of-the-line design team to render, design, build and restore one-of-a-kind vehicles for their clientele. Working on all types and periods of autos, these artists use cars as canvases to craft works of art for car lovers everywhere.
ANIMALS + WILDLIFE

UNDERWATER PLANET
2016 • PRODUCED BY BEST FILM CO.
6x60
These six film stories present the largest biological ecosystem on Earth – hidden beneath the surface of the oceans, seas and inland waters – through the eyes of the seasoned diver and pioneering photographer who brought us Magic of the Big Blue. From the smallest inhabitants to underwater giants, from beautiful reefs to endless underwater deserts – witness the most captivating locations of our Underwater Planet.

DR. DEE: ALASKA VET
2014 • PRODUCED BY HIGH NOON ENTERTAINMENT
8x60
Dr. Dee: Alaska Vet follows veterinarian Dee Thornell as she treats everything from sled dogs to reindeer. Dr. Dee even got her pilot’s license so she could reach patients in areas only accessible by plane, snowmobile or sled dogs. Dr. Dee and her staff handle extreme cases and unique clients on the Alaskan frontier. Whether it’s a man with a pet bear or a family with pet reindeer, no client is off limits at Dr. Dee’s animal house.

FROM WAGS TO RICHES
WITH BILL BERLONI
2015 • PRODUCED BY EARTH TOUCH
5x60
The series follows award-winning theatrical animal trainer Bill Berloni in his work as an animal trainer and in rescuing animals. Known for casting and cultivating Sandy, the dog featured in the original run of Broadway’s beloved Annie, Berloni possesses the unique ability to transform shelter dogs into stars through a combination of patience, persistence, trial-and-error and a pinch of Dr. Doolittle.

GIANT PANDAS: BORN TO BE WILD
2015 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.
6x30
In Giant Pandas: Born to Be Wild, we follow the challenges and triumphs of a group of pandas at Bifengxia Panda Center, and the centre’s remote mountain base at Wolong. We witness our panda characters give birth, raise their cubs and choose a partner for mating, leading to the ultimate goal of releasing a young panda into the wild.
Jack Hanna has always had a knack for storytelling with his expressive, genuine and quirky personality. In *Wild Countdown*, he entertains viewers as he counts down facts and experiences about some of the world’s rarest, most endearing and fascinating animals. *Wild Countdown* is hosted from Hanna’s base camp located at the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium, his home for more than 30 years.

**LIFE FORCE**
2014 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.

A celebration of the power of evolution and an exploration of the forces that shape life in all its unexpected glory, viewers are transported to six strange worlds within worlds where it seems as if nature has thrown the rule book out the window. In a ground-breaking cross-genre fusion of blue-chip natural history and cutting-edge science documentary, *Life Force* reveals how the magic of evolution and the forces of nature have together shaped eccentric animals, eclectic lifestyles and unorthodox patterns of behaviour.

**NORTH WOODS LAW**
2015 • PRODUCED BY ENGEL ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

Follow the true adventures of the elite Maine Warden Service, one of the U.S.’s original guardians of the great outdoors. The game wardens’ beat begins where the pavement ends, saving lives and fighting crime across the Pine Tree State’s 18-million acres of rugged woods. This season, Warden Herring finds a sprawling illegal campsite on private property. Wardens Marquis and Fitzpatrick attempt to relocate a troublesome bear. Warden MacCabe helps rescue an injured hiker on the Appalachian Trail, and teams up with Warden Robertson to track down a stolen ATV.

**OCEAN MYSTERIES WITH JEFF CORWIN**
2012-2016 • PRODUCED BY LITTON ENTERTAINMENT

Emmy® Award–winner Jeff Corwin is exploring oceans in his latest series *Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin*. Based at the world’s largest aquarium, the Georgia Aquarium in Atlanta, Jeff takes viewers around the globe to explore Earth’s least-understood resource, our oceans. Each episode, Jeff is joined by experts to uncover the hidden secrets of the deep.

**PACIFIC WARRIORS**
2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL MEDIA, LLC.

Beneath the pristine waters of Hawaii, ancient volcanoes have forged steep underwater cliffs, resulting in the best deep-sea fishing in the world. For centuries, generations of Hawaiians have caught these monster fish from small, hand-made canoes, using nothing more than a fishing pole and their bare hands. Now, a rare breed of men and women – armed with just a sea kayak – are re-inventing this ancient art, and risking their lives to catch 100-plus-pound fish. One fresh catch can reel in $1,500 dollars or more; but big rewards bring stiff competition.
AIR JAWS: WALKING WITH GREAT WHITES
2015 • PRODUCED BY SHARK ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

In this special, Chris Fallows descends to the bottom in W.A.S.P., a craft that will allow him to enter the mysterious underworld of the great white. Joining Fallows on the quest is Dickie Chivell with his own underwater craft called H.O.R.N.E.T. Chivell’s goal is to capture the breach of a great white shark from underwater and topside, and the result is one of the most spectacular scenes.

PREDATORS UP CLOSE WITH JOEL LAMBERT
2014 • PRODUCED BY PILMSOLL PRODUCTIONS

Former U.S. Navy SEAL Joel Lambert sets out to get up-close with four of the world’s top predators – polar bears, lions, great white sharks and spotted hyenas – and observe what makes them nature’s ultimate hunters. With the help of a unique field pod – a specially designed hemispherical dome – Joel observes and tracks each predator to gain insight into how they track, hunt and kill.

SEA HEROES WITH MATT GUTMAN
2013-2016 • PRODUCED BY LITTON ENTERTAINMENT

Matt Gutman hosts this heart-warming look at the rescue, rehabilitation and return of sea life back into their natural habitat.

PIT BULLS & PAROLEES
2010-2015 • PRODUCED BY 44 BLUE PRODUCTIONS

Meet Tia Maria Torres, top pit bull trainer and founder and owner of Villalobos Rescue Center, the country’s largest rescue facility for pit bulls. At her center, Torres pairs those misunderstood animals with a half-dozen ex-convicts on parole to provide both man and man’s best friend a chance at redemption.

WILD BORDER
2013 • PRODUCED BY THE BISCUIT FACTORY, LLC.

The U.S.–Mexico border is 1,950 miles of fences, river, desert, drugs, patrols and smugglers. Its also one of the most bio-diverse ecosystems with many different species. Wild Border follows biologists, hunters, and naturalists from both sides as they work together to bring the wild back to the wilderness, restore lost habitats, open blocked migration routes and hunt invasive species.

YANKEE JUNGLE
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY LONE WOLF MEDIA

After a brutally long winter, spring has finally sprung in the Yankee Jungle. For the owners of D.E.W. Animal Kingdom, Bob and Julie Miner, that means working overtime to prep for the public. This year, the non-profit exotic animal refuge deep in the backwoods of Maine goes through some changes as the gift shop gets a makeover, creatures come and go, and babies arrive from both the animals and Heidi.
PRINCESS DIANA: TRAGEDY OR TREASON?
2017 • PRODUCED BY JUPITER ENTERTAINMENT

1x180

It’s the compelling story of a woman who captivated millions with her beauty and her down-to-earth charm, proving she was more than just the wife of a prince. She was both style and substance; a fashion icon, a humanitarian and a fiercely protective mother. She redefined what it meant to be royal – so much so that many feared she would ultimately bring down the monarchy. Instead, through her legacy, she ended up saving it.

BAD BLOOD
2015 • PRODUCED BY HUDSUN MEDIA

8x30

Bad Blood is a fast-paced series chronicling shamed family members who have betrayed and committed murder against their loved ones. Both sides will retell their story, uncover new information and seek forgiveness.

BREAKING THE SILENCE
2015 • PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC

1x60

This special shines a light on child sexual abuse and prevention, exploring the difficult and painful journey faced by victims and showing how we all can play a pivotal role in recognizing the signs of and preventing child abuse.

DEADLY DEVOTION
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY LION TELEVISION LIMITED

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 7x60, Series 3: 6x60

Taking us deep inside Amish sects, new age cults and notorious gypsy clans, these gripping tales of belonging and betrayal transport us to fascinating hidden worlds where membership has murderous consequences.

THE DEMON FILES
2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

3x60

In the age-old battle of good versus evil, former police officer turned demonologist Ralph Sarchie and his team of investigators are out to help people under attack from evil, malevolent beings called demons, and Satan himself.
From legendary director Joel Schumacher comes Do Not Disturb: Hotel Horrors, the new Investigation Discovery series that checks viewers in to America’s most horrifying motel and hotel rooms, rooms that once served as gruesome murder scenes. Blending archival footage, reenactments, and exclusive interviews, the series goes inside the rooms to relive each moment of terror. The evidence is examined as accusers and the accused tell their stories from those fateful nights when a regular old hotel room became a room to die for.

A Crime to Remember delivers the stories of the most provocative, scandalous, real-life murder cases of the 1950s and '60s. Covered up by the world of classic fashion, art, television and religion, the truths of dangerous relationships, Klan crimes, mass murders and investigative ups and downs from cities like New York City, NY, to Bay Village, OH, are exposed.

There’s something oddly fascinating about twins. Maybe it’s the secret languages they create, their identical façade, or the rumors about how one can feel when the other is hurt. But when a twin goes bad, they go really bad. They’re the ones who sleep with their twin’s husband, set them up for murder, steal their identities and come back from the dead.

Each episode of Hell House tells the harrowing tale of one house with a malevolent backstory. Ghastly crimes occurred within these four walls over and over again. Bouts of unexplained insanity that ended in bloody rampages, mysterious disappearances, strange “accidents,” suicides and murder after horrific murder. Have these unspeakable crimes left behind a residual evil? Or did the house itself cause the inhabitants to commit grisly acts?

Mafia insider and ex-con Lou Ferrante reveals the secrets of some of the most violent prison gangs on Earth. Lou explores different gang cultures, their characters, and their inner workings in El Salvador, the Philippines, New Mexico, Italy and Poland. These gangs rule the streets from inside prison walls, while running activities from behind bars and controlling the communities living outside.

Who killed JonBenét? Twenty years later, it’s still one of the most enduring American mysteries. On the morning of December 26, 1996, six-year-old JonBenét Ramsey was found brutally murdered in her own home. We’ll take you deep inside the homicide, hear in-depth accounts from top investigators and leading journalists assigned to the case, and share intimate details from one of the first Boulder police detectives to arrive on the crime scene. Featuring exclusive never-before-seen footage, we’ll relive every heart-stopping moment from the murder and experience shocking twists and turns from the saga that gripped the nation.
THE WIVES DID IT
2014 • PRODUCED BY BRITESPARK FILMS

One man. Many wives. This series peeks under the beds of three polygamous families, each torn apart by a savage killing. In one, a rivalry between fundamentalist religious sects leads to a Mafia-style assassination. In another, a man’s need to control women leads to the slaughter of a mother and her daughter. Finally, a sister-wife invites another into her home learning there is only room for one wife, and it’s not her.

LETS KILL MOM
2015 • PRODUCED BY NANCY GLASS PRODUCTIONS

In a suburban hamlet outside Fort Worth, Texas, a hard-working, single mother of two is found dead in her home – brutally stabbed twenty-six times. Meanwhile, three teenagers – the dead woman’s two children and a friend – are found 700 miles away. Officers who confront them are immediately suspicious. Is this a case of matricide, the rarest of crimes? This is a story of young love, satanic worship, toxic relationships, rage, and unimaginable violence featuring exclusive interviews from those who were there, including another teenager involved who speaks out for the very first time. Let’s Kill Mom tells the story of a crime even seasoned detectives didn’t see coming. It’s a twisted tale of children who commit an imaginable crime against the woman who loved them.

SUSPICION
2014 • PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS LIMITED

Suspicion follows an individual whose curiosity becomes their worst nightmare, as the sights and sounds of a “normal” neighborhood transform into terrifying glimpses of an unfolding horror story. The audience is led through a creepy minefield where nothing is as it seems and everyone becomes a suspect. As the truth is revealed through a series of gripping twists and turns Suspicion will have you watching the neighbors a little more closely.

SWAMP MURDERS
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY CRAZY LEGS PRODUCTION

Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 10x60

With first-person storytelling and realistic recreations, Swamp Murders depicts how dark, deep and dirty forests contribute to murky mysteries. From a teen washed up in the shallows of the Missouri River to a middle-aged mother found in Cowskin Creek, these hot and humid swamps make great hiding places – for bodies that is.

TRUE NIGHTMARES
2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

Nightmare stories are born from true stories of murder and mayhem. They haunt our childhoods and scare us throughout our lives. Todd Robbins brings to life the real stories that spawned these hair-raising tales.
BERING SEA GOLD
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS

Series 1: 8x60
Series 2: 17x60, Series 3: 15x60 & 1x90
Series 4: 18x60, Series 5: 6x60

In the frontier town of Nome, Alaska, the gold rush is on. But you’ve never seen gold mining like this before. Here, the precious metal isn’t found in the ground. It’s sitting in the most unlikely of places: the bottom of the frigid, unpredictable Bering Sea. And there are a handful of people willing to risk it all to bring it to the surface. With warm weather, this season of Bering Sea Gold brings jam-packed claims, unexpected storms and rising tempers where gold fever is a family affair. Despite the many obstacles in Nome, this season brings a record-setting haul.

Plus
S2 Pre-show: 1x60
S2 Getting to the Bottom: 1x60

ALASKA: THE LAST FRONTIER
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

Series 1: 3x60
Series 2: 12x60
Series 3: 13x60
Series 4: 17x60
Series 5: 16x60

For four generations, the Kilcher family has lived off the land – and off the grid – at their 600-acre homestead in Homer, Alaska. After one of the harshest Alaskan winters on record, the Kilchers find their supplies running dangerously low. As precious spring and summer days return to the village, it’s a race against the clock for the family to gather enough food, fuel and resources to survive another winter.

Plus
S2-4 Clip Shows: 11x60
S4-5 Specials: 3x60

ALASKAN BUSH PEOPLE
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY PARK SLOPE PRODUCTIONS

Series 1: 5x60
Series 2: 16x60
Series 3: 24x60

Last season, Billy Brown, his wife Ami, and their seven grown children finally settled down, having built their dream home on the remote Chichagof Island, Alaska. Making their house a home, the Browns worked to source consistent food staples along with “bush comfort.” With shelter in place, it’s time for the Browns to look toward the future and take life in the bush to the next level. Billy realizes that in order for Browntown to thrive, he must give his kids more responsibility maintaining life at home and stocking up for winter. It’s time for Browntown to grow and grow up.

Plus
S3 Specials: 3x60

IDRIS ELBA: NO LIMITS
2015 • PRODUCED BY SHINE NORTH

Hollywood superstar Idris Elba has the world at his feet. As an experienced driver who does all his own stunts, he is no stranger to a dramatic high-speed car chase. But what fans may not realize is that Idris has secretly harbored a life-long passion to enter the thrilling world of motorsports. Follow Idris as he pushes himself to the max to master some of the toughest speed disciplines in the world, before taking to both land and air to participate in some of the most fiercely fought competitions in sport.
Most people think the vehicles rusting in overgrown fields, abandoned back lots, and musty garages across America are just junk. But for automotive mastermind Richard Rawlings and mechanical prodigy Aaron Kaufman, these cars are gold mines. Fast N’ Loud follows Rawlings and his team as they use cars as canvases to craft works of art for car lovers nationwide.

Garage Squad helps “project car” owners turn their half-done duds into ultimate dream cars. National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) driver Bruno Massel, lead mechanic Joe Zolper and new co-host Heather Storm bring expertise, parts and tools as they crash the garages working to transform cars. After working alongside the owners to ensure the perfect vehicular vision, the squad returns the completed cars to their owners for an emotional reuniting of man and machine.

Welcome to the ultracompetitive world of car-flipping, where car enthusiasts from all over the world gather in Dallas to find bargains they can turn into big profits. Here, tough-talking, larger-than-life dealers compete to outbid and out-buy each other in the intense world of automobile auctions.

Jimmy de Ville is an extreme engineer who believes three inventions have shaped the modern world: computers, guns and – his obsession – the combustion engine. He revels in bringing examples of revolutionary engineering brilliance to the world’s attention. Behind each engine is a story of the genius inventor(s), innovative production methods, and the eternal quest to make engines more reliable and more powerful.

Most people think the vehicles rusting in overgrown fields, abandoned back lots, and musty garages across America are just junk. But for automotive mastermind Richard Rawlings and mechanical prodigy Aaron Kaufman, these cars are gold mines. Fast N’ Loud follows Rawlings and Kaufman as they return these derelict rides to their former glory and get them back on the road – but not without putting their own spin on them first.

Engine Addict with Jimmy de Ville

2014 • Produced by Maverick Television Limited

Jimmy de Ville is an extreme engineer who believes three inventions have shaped the modern world: computers, guns and – his obsession – the combustion engine. He revels in bringing examples of revolutionary engineering brilliance to the world’s attention. Behind each engine is a story of the genius inventor(s), innovative production methods, and the eternal quest to make engines more reliable and more powerful.

Fast N’ Loud

2012-2014 • Produced by Pilgrim Films & Television, Inc.

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 12x60

Series 1: 28x60

Series 2: 30x60, Series 3: 28x60

Welcome to the ultracompetitive world of car-flipping, where car enthusiasts from all over the world gather in Dallas to find bargains they can turn into big profits. Here, tough-talking, larger-than-life dealers compete to outbid and out-buy each other in the intense world of automobile auctions.

Garage Squad

2014-2015 • Super Genius, Inc.

Series 1: 8x30 & 1x60, Series 2: 11x30 & 1x60

Garage Squad helps “project car” owners turn their half-done duds into ultimate dream cars. National Hot Rod Association (NHRA) driver Bruno Massel, lead mechanic Joe Zolper and new co-host Heather Storm bring expertise, parts and tools as they crash the garages working to transform cars. After working alongside the owners to ensure the perfect vehicular vision, the squad returns the completed cars to their owners for an emotional reuniting of man and machine.

Engine Addict with Jimmy de Ville

2014 • Produced by Maverick Television Limited

Series 1: 6x60

Jimmy de Ville is an extreme engineer who believes three inventions have shaped the modern world: computers, guns and – his obsession – the combustion engine. He revels in bringing examples of revolutionary engineering brilliance to the world’s attention. Behind each engine is a story of the genius inventor(s), innovative production methods, and the eternal quest to make engines more reliable and more powerful.
ALASKA HAUNTING
2015 • PRODUCED BY OPTOMEN PRODUCTION, INC.
6x60
Alaska Haunting explores real-life ghost stories in the far north. Each hour-long episode features an Alaskan family’s account of paranormal encounters that left them frozen with fear, and how they turned to paranormal investigators in a desperate attempt to save their homes, and their lives. But, in a land as remote as Alaska, when families are threatened by unknown entities, will anyone hear their cries for help before it’s too late? The series features captivating interviews and evocative recreations woven with sweeping shots of the isolated and frigid Alaskan landscape.

GOLD RUSH
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY RAW TV LTD.
Series 2: 16x60
Series 3: 16x60, Series 4: 16x60
Series 5: 18x60 & 1x120, Series 6: 18x60 & 1x120
With this season bringing new miners, new claims, new machines and new ways to pull gold out of the ground, the stakes have never been higher. Returning in season 5 is 20-year-old Parker Schnabel who raked in over 1,000 ounces of gold worth 1.4 million dollars in only his rookie season. Tony Beets returns with his crew to take on the unthinkable when Tony buys a million dollar, 75-year-old floating gold dredge that has to be taken apart piece by piece. Can he resurrect the machine capable of pulling millions out of the ground or will he be left with a 1,000 metal pieces of junk?
Plus
Gold Rush: Alaska 11x60
Gold Rush: South America: 6x60
S2-d Specials: 24x60 & 1x90

GOLD RUSH: THE DIRT
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY CREATIVE
Series 1: 8x60
Series 2: 13x60, Series 3: 13x60
Series 4: 14x60
Executive Producer Christo Doyle and the miners take us behind the scenes of Gold Rush. This special features bloopers, cast interviews and more.

GHOST ASYLUM
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY TREMENDOUS! ENTERTAINMENT
Series 1: 6x60
Series 2: 16x60
Ghost Asylum follows the passionate paranormal team, the Tennessee Wraith Chasers (TWCh), as they hunt down ghosts in the most frightening asylums, penitentiaries and haunted hotspots across the U.S. Stepping into abandoned locations that only the bravest dare to enter, the team’s goal is not just to conjure paranormal activity but to physically capture restless souls with their custom-created ghost traps.

ALASKA MONSTERS
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY AMERICAN CHAINSAWS
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 8x60
Within the Last Frontier lies the Alaska Triangle, a region spanning 200,000 square miles where more people go missing per capita than anywhere else on Earth. Cruel environments have stopped many in their tracks, but some Alaskans believe that mysterious monsters snatched them up. In Alaska Monsters, a team of native outdoorsmen, known as the Midnight Sons, investigate the Alaskan forest hoping to uncover proof of the eerie beasts.
M O O N S H I N E R S
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY STILETTO TELEVISION

Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 14x60
Series 3: 13x60
Series 4: 14x60, Series 5: 16x60

Moonshine season is in session. Spring has come to the Appalachian Mountains and as temperatures rise, so does demand for America’s oldest spirit. This season, the shiners set out to reclaim the backwoods to meet the ever-increasing demand of thirsty buyers. With the law looming around every corner and rival shiners moving in on long-established territory, it’s a race against time to brew the very best and strike it rich.

Plus
S2-5 Specials: 17x60

O P E R A T I O N D R I F T N E T
2014 • PRODUCED BY MILLENNIALS ENTERTAINMENT

In this three-part docu-series, Captain Sid and his team of ocean conservationists are dispatched to investigate when suspicious activity is detected in the south Indian Ocean. When they arrive on the scene, they discover the worst-case scenario: a fleet of six Chinese fishing vessels using illegal driftnets to catch sharks, dolphins and tuna. On a mission to put an end to their illegal fishing, Sid and crew chase the vessels as they flee deep into China.

R A I L R O A D A L A S K A
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY WINDFALL FILMS LTD.

Series 1: 6x60
Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 8x60 & 1x300

Railroad Alaska documents the lives of both Americans living off the grid and the elite group of workers – brakemen, engineers, construction crews, mechanics and train drivers – who battle ferocious weather and work tirelessly to deliver them life-sustaining supplies. This season, the railroad sees its heaviest load ever, a rogue gunman threatening the delivery of military equipment, derailment leaving maintenance teams stranded, icy challenges, and much more.
RUGGED JUSTICE
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY SHARK TEETH FILMS
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60

Rugged Justice follows Washington State’s Department of Fish and Wildlife law enforcement as they tackle protecting 42 million acres of nature and the outlaws disturbing the peace. Watch as the officers handle marijuana growing on public land, a black-market shrimp trafficker, and other dangers that come their way.

THE LAST ALASKANS
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.

The Last Alaskans documents the lives of some of the most isolated people in America – the last of their kind – as they struggle and thrive in Alaska’s untouched wilderness located hundreds of miles from roads, civilization and each other. In The Last Alaskans: Holiday Special the last residents of the Arctic National Wildlife reflect on past holidays living on their unique land. Helmo and Edna find a Christmas tree, the Lewis family shares a unique holiday activity, and Bob cooks up a traditional Alaskan meal.

TANKED
2010-2015 • PRODUCED BY NANCY GLASS PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 20x60, Series 3: 20x60, Series 4: 22x60, Series 5: 15x60, Unfiltered S1-4: 68x60

Wayde and Brett, co-owners of Acrylic Tank Manufacturing, are back and ready to take fish tank building to a whole new level. The guys are tasked with building some of the most enormous and awe-inspiring tanks and aquariums for top celebrities, luxury hotels, casinos, Fortune 500 businesses, and millionaire homeowners across America.

STREET OUTLAWS
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY PILGRIM MEDIA GROUP
Series 1: 28x60, Series 2: 28x60

In this full-throttle season of Street Outlaws, different cities reach out, looking to race the OKC boys. The stakes are high, the bets are higher, and the boys from the 405 have to band together to prove once again that they have the fastest racers on the street.

THE YUKON MEN
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY PAPER ROUTE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 16x60, Series 3: 8x60, Series 4: 9x60

Tanana, Alaska, is a village on the very edge of civilization and home to 200 villagers who constantly face ever-changing landscape with everything from fierce weather to wolves at their doorstep. The Yukon Men are constantly reminded of their isolation. They face new threats to their way of life that can be frightening and cause some people to take extreme measures and even to reassess their remote lifestyle.

Plus
S1 Holiday Special: 1x60
S2-3 Pre-shows: 2x60
In today’s world of economic strife, political chaos, controversial wars, rampant violence, distrust and fear, it would seem unimaginable that any single event would hold the necessary ingredients to overcome our cynicism, capture our imagination, inspire our hearts and unite us under one flag. Outside of war and tragedy, only one seminal event united the country in hope like no other ever has – Apollo 11’s mission to the moon.

Inside the Vatican opens the closed doors of The Eternal City where priceless works of art are commissioned and restored and humans join the heavenly community of saints. As the head of the global Catholic community, the 109-acre spiritual city continues to reach every corner of the Earth like it has for over 2,000 years, longer than any other human institution.

To commemorate the 70th anniversary of the end of WWII, Tony Robinson uses an amazing archive of 3D pictures to tell the story of the last days of the Nazi regime and their rise and fall.

This three-part series looks at three phases of Western history. The first is The Last Stand of the Native Americans; the second looks at the outlaws, cowboys and pioneers who inherited the West; and the third looks at the death of the Wild West and the way it passed into myth and popular culture courtesy of Buffalo Bill and Hollywood.

Host, former naval officer and actor Jamie Kaler, uncovers surprising hidden facts behind the most familiar and beloved stories from America and its military’s past. America: Facts vs. Fiction reveals that the “story” of America is far more remarkable than we ever thought.
### LIFESTYLE

#### SUDDENLY ROYAL
**2015 • PRODUCED BY MAK PICTURES, LLC.**

David Howe made a huge discovery: He’s heir to the throne of the British Isle of Man! This blue-collar dad is bringing his wife and daughter 3,000 miles to see what it means to be king. But will the people of Man accept them or run these royals off the isle?

#### HOT AND DANGEROUS WITH OMID DJALILI
**2013 • PRODUCED BY MENTORN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED**

Comedian Omid Djalili sets out on a spice odyssey to get to the bottom of the U.K.’s obsession for fiery cuisine. Omid isn’t a fan of super spicy food, but wants to see if he can be won over on his hunt for Britain’s most notorious and hottest dish. As part of his investigations, Omid immerses himself in each dish’s cultural context, meets the chefs, looks at the chemistry behind the ingredients and cooking processes, and uses a special “heat rig” to measure the effects on his body. After Omid finds the hottest dish, each episode culminates in a head-to-head chili-eating challenge, as he takes on a legendary hot-head in a race to finish fiery food.

#### 7 LITTLE JOHNSTONS
**2014 • PRODUCED BY LMNO CABLE GROUP, INC.**

The Johnstons are an average American family of seven pursuing the American dream. However, this is no ordinary family. All seven Johnstons are little people. Dad Trent and mom Amber have a total of five kids under the age of 16, and everyone has achondroplasia dwarfism. Although juggling demands for a family of seven while navigating an average-sized world isn’t easy, the Johnstons are up for any challenge.

#### KATE PLUS 8
**2010-2014 • PRODUCED BY ADVANCED MEDICAL PRODUCTIONS & FIGURE 8 FILMS**

It’s been a tabloid roller coaster for newly single mom Kate Gosselin. After a challenging experience on Dancing with the Stars, Kate embraces the familiarity of her adoring children. Join Kate and her eight kids on new adventures — season four features a family beach trip to Florida, Kate’s dating life, and the twins’ preparation for high school. Through all these changes, the family still supports each other every step of the way.

**Plus**

2014 & 2015 Specials: 5x60

#### LAST CHANCE SALON
**2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY MAVERICK TELEVISION LIMITED**

Last Chance Salon is the beauty appointment viewers cannot afford to miss, as leading experts across the cosmetics industry meet the victims of dodgy practitioners’ handiwork. In each episode, consultants meet five patients and examine their beauty mishaps; dispensing advice and referring them for specialist treatment as necessary. At the same time, viewers at home are offered critical guidance on how to avoid catastrophic procedures in an informative and scientific context.
Ever wanted to go back and thank someone – a parent, a teacher or a friend? Professional “finders” Mike Schario and Jesse Brown help people do just that. They run Finders Keepers, a Sugarcreek, Ohio, “weird-tique” shop filled to the brim with pop-culture memorabilia from the past 50 years, and on the side are also veritable treasure hunters hired to track down long-lost, but much-loved, items.

Lost & Found with Mike & Jesse follows the guys as they go to extremes to help families show gratitude, provide closure and bring back cherished memories.

Taking care of her husband and two children, Theresa Caputo seems like a normal mom from Long Island, New York. Except she has a very special gift: She talks to the dead. As a psychic medium, Theresa has an ability that most people can’t comprehend. She spends her days helping individuals find closure from people who have passed and spirits that are still around. For Theresa, this is not just her job, this is her life.

Plus
S4-6 Specials: 6x60
S4-6 On the Road: 11x60

Whitney Thore returns with her hilarious friends and family to take on new and exciting adventures. To further her commitment in battling pre-diabetes, Whitney sets goals that have everyone around her dropping their jaws. Most people can’t imagine a 380-pound person riding a bike, doing karate or running a marathon, but Whitney’s determined to prove that inner strength is all it takes to succeed.

As the “No Body Shame” campaign and Big Girl Dance Class are in full effect, Whitney makes the ultimate leap of independence from her parents’ home. With that change comes the unexpected turmoil of living with Buddy and experiencing love for the first time in ages.

Plus
Mother’s Day Special: 1x60
The Skinny Special: 1x30

The Hamill family takes on their biggest adventures yet this season on Our Little Family. Teaching their kids size doesn’t matter, the twins enroll in ballet classes and Dan shares his love for golf with Jack. After the family celebrates Father’s Day and Michelle gets a serious case of baby fever, the Hamills take on New York City with an itinerary full of exciting surprises for the kids.

In this landmark travel series, award-winning presenter Denise Keller embarks on a profound personal passage to explore one of the world’s greatest continuous “living” cultures – China. Today, China offers by far the greatest canvas displaying a phenomenal picture of a living, breathing culture – a place where it is possible to straddle the ancient, the medieval and the modern all in one.

In Project Afterlife, a team of investigators motivated by their own experiences with pulling victims back from the grave launch a quest to unlock the mysteries of resurrection with help from real people who say they have gone through it.
SEX LIES AND ONLINE AFFAIRS
2015 • PRODUCED BY MENTORN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Using the recent Ashley Madison hack as a jump-off, we investigate how the Internet is changing the modern relationship. The web is making it easier for people to have affairs but also easier to get caught. We’ll meet the people who run the infamous websites and the punters who use it – some ashamed and others proud. We’ll meet the men and women who say online affairs have ruined their lives, and others who swear it has kept their marriage going. We’ll find out how the hack happened and what it could mean for Ashley Madison’s nearly 40 million users. We’ll find out how even celebrities aren’t immune and how technology has made their lives less secret, not more. And we’ll ask deeper questions about what it all means for our relationships as technology becomes a more and more integral part of our lives.

SAY YES TO THE DRESS
2006-2014 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.

This docu-soap takes viewers into the inner workings of the world’s premier bridal salon, Kleinfeld Bridal. Part fashion show, part bridal story, part family therapy, we uncover the hurdles every staff member faces to make each bride completely satisfied. Watch as a team of specialists guide brides through the process of selecting, fitting, altering and delivering each flawless dress in time for the perfect day.

Plus
S2-3 Say Yes to the Big Day: 9x60

SHOPPING NIGHT
2015 • PRODUCED BY MAGNOLIA SPA

Each night, three women have after-hours access to a shopping center to compete to create the best look. The women must find the best dress and accessories, and with only an hour on the clock, it’s a race against time as no look is complete without hair and makeup! The lucky winner is crowned the Shopping Night star and walks away with her winning outfit.

Plus
S1-2 Shopping Home Edition: 14x60

SISTER WIVES
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY ADVANCED MEDICAL PROD/FIGURE EIGHT FILMS AND PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC

Sister Wives returns with a new series of highs and lows. After Meri legally divorces Kody, the next step should be simple: Kody legally marries Robyn. But when is a marriage ever simple? And these are polygamists, so do the other wives come? The children?

Plus
S1-6 Specials: 5x60 & 1x120
As many as one in four pregnancies ends in miscarriage, yet people rarely talk openly about this often life-changing loss. In her brave and unflinching special, journalist Lisa Francesca Nand enlists the help of her husband, David, to make a video diary, recorded since they first starting trying for a baby five years ago. Sometimes heartbreaking but often upbeat and even funny at times, we follow the couple as they cope with several miscarriages and eventually find a treatment that helps them. Lisa dives headlong into research to try to find out why miscarriages happen and to see if they can be prevented.

**First Heartbeat**

2015 • PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS

Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60
Series 3: 10x60

As many as one in four pregnancies ends in miscarriage, yet people rarely talk openly about this often life-changing loss. In her brave and unflinching special, journalist Lisa Francesca Nand enlists the help of her husband, David, to make a video diary, recorded since they first starting trying for a baby five years ago. Sometimes heartbreaking but often upbeat and even funny at times, we follow the couple as they cope with several miscarriages and eventually find a treatment that helps them. Lisa dives headlong into research to try to find out why miscarriages happen and to see if they can be prevented.

**Body Bizarre**

2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY BARCROFT PRODUCTIONS

Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 10x60

Body Bizarre crisscrosses the globe, uncovering stories of people suffering rare anomalies. From a Chinese woman’s rare aging condition to South America’s shortest mother, Brazil’s werewolf toddler, the U.S.’s top gymnast without legs or the woman turning into stone, each episode contains a rich and varied selection of the still-unknown.

**Monsters Inside Me**

2009-2015 • PRODUCED BY OPTOMEN PRODUCTIONS

Series 1: 6x60
Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 10x60
Series 4: 10x60, Series 5: 10x60
Series 6: 10x60

A parasitic or viral attack is like a tumultuous roller coaster within the body that can take terrifying, sometimes deadly, twists and turns. Host biologist Dan Riskin provides scientific perspective that vividly recounts the stories of people tormented by the insidious creatures that invade their bodies.

**My Fat Saved My Life**

2015 • PRODUCED BY MIKE MATHIS PRODUCTIONS, INC.

1x60

My Fat Saved My Life tells four mind-blowing stories of people who survived certain death because of their fat. Sometimes the most unlikely hero is the extra weight we carry around.

**The Man With the 80lb Groin**

2014 • PRODUCED BY FIRECRACKER FILMS LTD.

1x60

Dan and his wife Mindy’s lives were transformed seven years ago when Dan’s scrotum started growing uncontrollably. The condition has been debilitating to Dan and their relationship. The couple is on a desperate journey to find a cure before it’s too late.
ALL-AMERICAN MAKERS
2013 • PRODUCED BY BRAY ENTERTAINMENT
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 6x60

America’s do-it-yourselfers, innovators and entrepreneurs are getting the opportunity of a lifetime – to turn their big ideas into big money. In each episode, four top makers from around the nation pitch their products to a panel of three experts – Printrbot founder and owner Brook Drumm, mechanical designer and robotics expert Brian Roe, and venture capitalist Marc Portney. Each maker’s homegrown product is put through a series of rigorous tests to find out how it works and if it lives up to its claim. Based on the feedback of Drumm and Roe plus the focus groups, Portney decides if he wants to invest his own money in the makers’ business and help bring the product to store shelves.

SECRET SPACE ESCAPES
2014 • PRODUCED BY ITV STUDIOS, INC.
8x60

What’s it like to leave Earth to explore the unknown? How does it feel to be in space? What happens when you’re in space and something goes terribly wrong? Secret Space Escapes reveals terrifying accidents, fights for survival, and stories of close calls and near-misses by the astronauts who survived them.
### CHAOS CAUGHT ON CAMERA

2014 • PRODUCED BY BARCROFT PRODUCTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10x30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Chaos and catastrophe can strike the globe anywhere and at any time. You never know when you'll be caught in the action. Now, thanks to the spread of technology, the chances are someone is out there filming these moments and sharing them with the world. Chaos Caught on Camera shows footage of the most compelling, remarkable and epic footage ever captured by the people in the middle of these real-life disasters.

### HARMONY: A NEW WAY OF LOOKING AT OUR WORLD

2010 • PRODUCED BY HARMONY FILM, LLC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1x120</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Inspired by The Prince of Wales, Harmony captures on film in a way we've never seen before, an authentic leader on critical global issues. From organic farms to rainforests of British Columbia to rare footage of Prince Charles interviewing Al Gore about climate change in 1988, Harmony introduces viewers to a new and inspiring perspective on how the world can meet the challenges of climate change globally, locally and personally – putting forth a global call to action.

### INCREDIBLE ENGINEERING BLUNDERS: FIXED

2015 • PRODUCED BY BRITESPARK FILMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6x60</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Incredible Engineering Blunders: Fixed follows leading engineering journalist Justin Cunningham and his team of intrepid reporters as they uncover the world’s most bizarre engineering blunders and find out how to fix them.
WHAT COULD POSSIBLY GO WRONG?
2014 • PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 19x60
Real-life friends, Grant Reynolds and Kevin Moore, work to decipher what went wrong in the most outrageous Internet fail videos. Kevin is the know-it-all science guy with the PhD, and Grant is a former Special Forces operative turned survivalist and trainer for the Navy Seals, FBI and DEA. Together, this pair is ready to out-build, out-kaboom and out-science the world’s craziest viral videos.

YOU HAVE BEEN WarnED
2012-2014 • PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS
Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 14x60, Series 3: 10x60
Buckle up for a fast-paced countdown of the world’s top-20 outrageous YouTube videos featuring homemade science stunts and experiments. Amazing storytelling graphics and a breakdown by experts reveal the what, how and why of the science that made these clips possible. Witness epic fails, spot the fakers from the makers, and encounter the cleverest, funniest, most daring or just downright bizarre clips from around the globe – from a one-wheeled motorbike in the United States and tiny helicopters that can lift a woman in Germany, to a Brazilian man who can hold his breath for more than 20 minutes and a Finnish man who can fly with his own rocket boots.
SURVIVAL + ADVENTURE
Survival + Adventure

ED STAFFORD: INTO THE UNKNOWN
2014 • PRODUCED BY KEO FILMS

6x60

Renowned, record-breaking British explorer Ed Stafford returns in a new series as he sets out on a quest of a very different kind—seeking the truth behind mysterious satellite images of Earth’s most remote locations. Ed will venture into new territories, with no idea of what lies ahead of him until filming begins. The intrepid explorer will rely on his experience of surviving the wilderness and adapting to unforeseen circumstances if he is to succeed in his mission. Traveling to ice caps, deserts and mountainous regions, he will contend with extreme weather and hostile habitats, as well as work with locals who assist by sharing knowledge along with necessities such as lodging and transportation. In each episode, Ed will self-film the journey in his signature style, accompanied only by a shooting director.

DUAL SURVIVAL
2009-2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL MEDIA, LLC.

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 12x60, Series 3: 11x60
Series 4: 10x60, Series 5: 21x60

Joseph Teti and Matt Graham are two survivalists that take on some of the planet’s most unforgiving terrains to demonstrate how the right skills and some creative thinking can keep you alive. Equipped only with the minimal gear that would have been carried in the real-life situations, Teti and Graham must draw upon their arsenal of skills as well as their surroundings to demonstrate what it takes to survive.

Plus
Dual Survival: Biggest Blowouts: 1x60
EDGE OF ALASKA
2014 • PRODUCED BY TWOFOUR AMERICA, LLC.

Hidden deep in the wilderness of Alaska is the toughest town in America: McCarthy. Built in the 1900s during the Gold Rush as Alaska’s original Sin City, today only 42 residents still brave the extreme conditions to live in this outlaw town, over 100 miles from the authorities. This is the story of the last true frontier town in America – on the Edge of Alaska.

KINGS OF THE WILD
2014 • PRODUCED BY BETTY TV

Join Kiwi Hunter Josh James and British Chef Matt Tebbutt as they travel to a new, alien environment where they show how the means to survive can be found in the most unusual places, seeking food you’d never imagine eating – maybe never knew existed. The duo proves it is possible to make unique and delectable dishes to eat like true kings.

MELTING: LAST RACE TO THE POLE
2014 • PRODUCED BY HIGH NOON ENTERTAINMENT

Follow adventurers Eric Larsen and Ryan Waters for almost two months as they attempt an epic ski expedition to the North Pole in negative 30-degree weather. Over the course of their journey, unaidentified and unsupportive, they contend with dangerous storms, fuel and food shortages, injury, and rapidly thinning ice. Both adventurers struggle to survive the nature of this hostile landscape.
NAKED AND AFRAID
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

Series 1: 24x60, 1x75 & 1x90, Series 2: 16x60

This series takes “survival of the fittest” to the next level, where a pair of complete strangers will find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. The duo will be left high and dry with no food, no water ... and no clothes. They must survive on their own for a full 21 days, with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment. Plus, Naked and Afraid: Bares All Specials shows all that TV couldn’t!

Plus
S1-2 Specials: 9x60 and 1x120

UNCHARTED DARKNESS: EXPLORING THE WORLD’S DEEPEST CAVE
2013 • PRODUCED BY ROOM 608 INC.

1x60

A team of spelunkers sets out to find the world’s deepest cave. The challenge includes over two weeks without sunlight, prolonged underwater journeys and life-threatening challenges. Not only must they find the way in, but they also have to make it back out.
PASSAGE TO CHINA
2014 • PRODUCED BY NO QUARTER PTE LIMITED

In this three-episode documentary, audiences get a closer look into a world where the ancient, the medieval and the modern all thrive – China. In her personal passage to learn more about her family’s roots, award-winning presenter Denise Keller dives into China’s diverse culture, exploring everything from art to food to breathtaking architecture and landscapes.

ENGINE ADDICT WITH JIMMY DE VILLE
2015 • PRODUCED BY MAVERICK TELEVISION LIMITED

With adventure and engineering as a way of life, Jimmy de Ville explores junkyards and abandoned factories for scrapped vehicles and salvaged parts, and reveals the pioneering history each holds. By turning someone else’s trash into his treasure, Jimmy creates his own extreme one-of-a-kind vehicles. Behind every recovered piece of engineering brilliance in his workshop are the stories of genius inventors and innovative production methods.

FUN TAIWAN: ALL-STARS
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY VISIONS CREATOR PRODUCTIONS CO. LIMITED

After years of globetrotting, Janet Hsieh has decided it’s time to share the best parts of her favorite island with other celebrities from both near and far, showing them just what they’ve been missing out on. From mountain adventures to deep-sea fishing, from the throngs of local night markets to the tranquility of secluded hot springs, Janet will guide her “partners in crime” to unique events and activities in Taiwan. Interacting with cultural insiders and local experts, these all-stars will experience the brilliance of this hidden gem of the Pacific, Janet style! Janet has tailored each guest’s trip to their own interests so they can see for themselves how Taiwan stacks up against the best their own county has to offer.
HOT AND DANGEROUS WITH OMID DJALILI
2013 • PRODUCED BY MENTORN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Omid Djalili is on a mission to find some of the hottest and most dangerous foods in the U.K. But here's the twist – Omid absolutely hates spicy food! Omid will be pushed to his limits each week as he devours dish after dish, including a Crocodile Inferno curry and a notorious Bullet Chilli. The series will examine the chemistry behind the ingredients and cooking processes, and use a special “heat rig” to measure the effects on Omid’s body.

IF KATIE HOPKINS RULED THE WORLD
2015 • PRODUCED BY MENTORN INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

A provocative, emotive, fearless but above all FUNNY panel show. The biggest, brightest and best names in showbiz will tackle some of the most challenging topics facing modern-day Britain as well as taking on the most outspoken woman in the country. This show tackles the real-life issues discussed daily at dinner tables, water coolers and school gates. Subjects include parenting, relationships, obesity, education, family and sex.

LAST CHANCE SALON
2013-2014 • PRODUCED BY MAVERICK TELEVISION LIMITED

Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 8x60

Last Chance Salon has its own special salon, staffed by a hand-picked team of Britain’s best beauticians, hairdressers, dermatologists and dentists. Each episode they’ll put right a series of salon disaster cases; hideous allergic reactions and rashes, extremely bad hair days, and tattoos gone wrong or regretted. Some cases can be treated on the spot, while others will need further, specialist consultations and longer courses of treatment.
THE PARANORMALS
2015 • PRODUCED BY MADE IN MUNICH CONTENT & FILMS GMBH

They play with the ghosts. They look straight into your soul. They bewitch the man of your dreams. If wanted, they spirit him off as well. The magic is their business, the spirituality is their life. Their passion is to help humans in trouble. Their clients are bankers, housewives, craftsmen or just the next door neighbor who is cheesed off by a ghost that is not willing to leave the basement. The Paranormals takes you on a trip to the world of Germany’s leading spiritual professionals: witches.

DEVONPORT: INSIDE THE ROYAL NAVY
2015 • PRODUCED BY WAG TV

Follow the lives of the men and women who work in Her Majesty’s Naval Base Devonport, the largest in Western Europe. It is the home of the Devonport Flotilla, 20 of the Royal Navy’s biggest and most deadly warships and nuclear submarines. Ten-thousand people work here, and we'll show you some of their stories. Within this strange and fascinating world, where the requirements of a modern, cutting-edge Navy blend with age-old tradition and ceremony, we meet everyday people doing extraordinary things. Devonport’s engineers, marines, police, riggers, armory and officers have countless problems to overcome and tasks to carry out.

ROBSON GREEN’S WILD AUSTRALIA
2015 • PRODUCED BY IWC MEDIA LIMITED

Robson Green has always been fascinated by Australia. So fascinated, in fact, that he’s been to the country around 20 times. But despite being a frequent visitor, Robson feels he has been missing something. And now he’s on a mission to find it.
SALVAGE HUNTERS
2011-2014 • PRODUCED BY CINEFLEX PRODUCTIONS AND CURVE MEDIA LIMITED

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 10x60
Series 4: 10x60, Series 5: 10x60, Series 6: 10x60

Modern-day treasure hunter Drew Pritchard is one of the U.K.’s top salvage dealers. Always on the hunt for beautiful yet forgotten pieces of history, Drew travels the length and breadth of the country in search of weird and wonderful objects. From salvage yards to stately homes, no stone is left unturned in his journey to rescue and renovate unusual antiques. And with a host of clients from all walks of life, Drew’s work is never done.

SHAANXI: CHINA’S GREAT GATEWAY
2014 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.

2x60

For over 2,000 years, Shaanxi has been China’s great gateway, an ancient crossroad where the Eastern world intersects with the West. Today, Shaanxi is terminus of the New Silk Road, a modern-day melting pot of people, culture, trade and innovation. This two-part documentary is an exploration of Shaanxi Province, a place where the ancient spirit of fusion continues to define the character of the people and the province.

TAIWAN MADE
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY BEACH HOUSE PICTURES

Series 1: 3x60, Series 2: 2x60

Taiwan’s era of mass manufacturing and low-cost exports is fading, and the phrase “Made in Taiwan” now graces the labels of high-quality and innovative items. Winner of “Best Technology Show” at Taiwan’s 2015 Golden Bell Awards, Taiwan Made takes viewers along the conveyor belts and into the nuts and bolts of the design, manufacturing and testing of Taiwanese products. The featured goods embody not only technological advancement and refined tastes, but also the spirit and collective memories of the island’s people. Discover the secrets to their success with this all-access exploration of persistence, technology and innovation.
## PROGRAMME INDEX

### Formats

- **Animals + Wildlife**
- **Crime + Investigation**
- **Factual Entertainment**
- **History**
- **Medical + Health**
- **Science + Engineering**
- **Survival + Adventure**
- **Local Commissions**

### Programme Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animals + Wildlife</td>
<td>7 Little Johnstons  ....................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime + Investigation</td>
<td>90 Day Fiancé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual Entertainment</td>
<td>A Crime to Remember  ..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Air Jaws: Walking with Great Whites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska Haunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska Monsters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska: The Last Frontier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaskan Bush People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-American Makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival + Adventure</td>
<td>Alaska Monsters  .....................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska: The Last Frontier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaskan Bush People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-American Makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Alaska Haunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska Monsters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska: The Last Frontier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaskan Bush People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-American Makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical + Health</td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science + Engineering</td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle</td>
<td>Alaska Haunting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska Monsters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaska: The Last Frontier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alaskan Bush People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All-American Makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Commissions</td>
<td>America: Facts vs. Fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>American Titans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Colour Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animals + Wildlife</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime + Investigation</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factual Entertainment</td>
<td>Orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>Pink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical + Health</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Science + Engineering</td>
<td>Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survival + Adventure</td>
<td>Cyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Commissions</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**E**

- Ed Stafford: Into the Unknown | 34
- Edge of Alaska | 35
- Engine Addict with Jimmy de Ville | 17, 38
- Evil Twins | 13

**J**

- Jack Hanna’s Wild Countdown | 9
- JonBenét: An American Murder Mystery | 13

**K**

- Kate Plus 8 | 24
- Kings of the Wild | 35

**L**

- Last Alaskans, The | 20
- Last Chance Salon | 24, 39
- Let’s Kill Mom | 14
- Life Force | 9
- Long Island Medium | 25
- Lost & Found with Mike & Jesse | 25
## Programme Index

### Formats
- Animals + Wildlife
- Crime + Investigation
- Factual Entertainment
- History
- Lifestyle
- Medical + Health
- Science + Engineering
- Survival + Adventure
- Local Commissions

### Index

| M | Say Yes to the Dress | 4, 26 |
| M | Sea Heroes with Matt Gutman | 10 |
| M | Secret Space Escapes | 30 |
| M | Sex Lies and Online Affairs | 26 |
| M | Shaanxi: China's Great Gateway | 41 |
| M | Shopping Night | 26 |
| M | Single Dad Seeking... | 4 |
| M | Sister Wives | 26 |
| M | Street Outlaws | 20 |
| M | Suddenly Royal | 24 |
| M | Supernatural Nazis | 22 |
| M | Suspicion | 14 |
| M | Swap Murders | 14 |

| N | Naked and Afraid | 5, 36 |
| N | North Woods Law | 9 |

| O | Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin | 9 |
| O | One Giant Leap | 22 |
| O | Operation Driftnet | 19 |
| O | Our Little Family | 25 |
| O | Overhaulin’ | 6, 19 |

| P | Pacific Warriors | 9 |
| P | Paranormals, The | 40 |
| P | Passage to China | 25, 38 |
| P | Pit Bulls & Parolees | 10 |
| P | Predators Up Close with Joel Lambert | 10 |
| P | Princess Diana: Tragedy or Treason? | 12 |
| P | Project Afterlife | 25 |

| R | Railroad Alaska | 19 |
| R | Robson Green's Wild Australia | 40 |
| R | Rugged Justice | 20 |

| S | Salvage Hunters | 41 |

### Colour Key

- Formats
- Animals + Wildlife
- Crime + Investigation
- Factual Entertainment
- History
- Lifestyle
- Medical + Health
- Science + Engineering
- Survival + Adventure
- Local Commissions

- INDEX
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